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Foreword 
In the preliminary stage of preparing the “Protecting vulnerable sea and delta areas” policy document 
by the Rijkswaterstaat directorate, which is part of the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 
Management, social organisations requested that attention be paid to the position of oiled birds 
coming on shore. In consultation with the Minister for Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality, in 2005 
the Minister of Transport, Public Works and Water Management requested Rijkswaterstaat to draw up 
an agreement with the relevant organisations in which the social concern for birds contaminated with 
oil as a result of incidents on the North Sea, the Wadden Sea or the in Zeeland Delta was taken fully 
into account. 
 
The Cooperation Agreement for treating and rehabilitating oiled birds that is presented here has been 
created in close collaboration between the government agencies and the social organisations. The 
parties involved are of the opinion that this Agreement sets out an appropriate approach in the 
unlikely event that an incident occurs whereby large numbers of birds become oiled. The approach is 
aimed at reducing animal suffering to a minimum and at providing help to birds that have a good 
chance of being rehabilitated. The Agreement also guarantees proper recording of the numbers of 
casualties and evaluation of the incident. 
 
The Cooperation Agreement describes the agreed approach in general terms. It describes which 
organisations will work together and the arrangements for coordination, communication and press 
briefings. The parties involved agree that on the basis of this description it is possible for coordinated 
operation to be undertaken. However, each organisation must assess to what extent it shall have to 
further detail its own activities in a separate contingency plan. 
 
By signing the Cooperation Contract, the result of which is the Cooperation Agreement, the parties 
involved are stating that they will work together when large numbers of oiled birds are washed up.  
 
The Cooperation Agreement consists of three parts: 

1. the principle of the Cooperation Agreement, 
2. the operational approach details, 
3. additional information. 
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1 The Cooperation Agreement 
 
1.1 Threats to seabirds 
When oil is being transported by ships sailing on the North Sea, the Wadden Sea and in the Zeeland 
Delta incidents can occur that result in oil entering the water. 
Oil pollution has harmful effects on the ecological and economic environment, as a result of which the 
oil has to be cleared up as quickly as possible. Oil is potentially fatal to birds on the water, mainly due 
to: 
• damage to the structure of the plumage, resulting in loss of insulation, hypothermia and inability 

to practice normal behaviour such as flying and feeding; 
• damage to the metabolic system due to the toxic effects of ingested oil. 
Throughout the world attention is being demanded for treating and rehabilitating birds affected by oil 
pollution. This treatment and rehabilitation has the greatest chance of success and effectiveness 
when the parties involved collaborate in accordance with an agreed plan. 
 
1.2 Collaborating organisations when oiled birds are to be treated and rehabilitated 
Collaboration between government agencies, expert social organisations and scientists is essential 
for a responsible approach if large numbers of oiled birds are encountered. 
 

• As part of the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management (V&W), 
Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) is responsible for clearing up oil at sea and oil that is washed up along 
the coast.  

• The Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (LNV) is responsible for the policy 
relating to rescue centres and species protection.  

• The local authorities manage their stretch of coastline, while the Water Boards manage the 
safety of the sea defences (dunes and dykes). 

• The five Class 1 (K1) coastal bird sanctuaries in the Netherlands specialise in treating oiled 
birds.   The Dutch Seabird Group (Nederlandse Zeevogelgroep - NZG) under the leadership 
of the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (Instituut voor Onderzoek der Zee - 
NIOZ) is a working group that has been studying seabird deaths and the effects of this on 
population levels for many years. Sea Alarm is demanding that attention be paid worldwide to 
the problem of oiled birds and it advises organisations about how to approach the problem. In 
the European context, work is being undertaken on a “European Oiled Wildlife Response 
Plan” with guidelines for a coordinated approach. The Netherlands is also participating in this 
via representatives from a number of the aforementioned organisations. The Cooperation 
Agreement for treating and rehabilitating oiled birds, in brief the Cooperation Agreement, is 
the response of the Netherlands to this guideline. 

 
1.3 Definition and objective of the Cooperation Agreement 
The Cooperation Agreement describes how the organisations collaborate when treating and 
rehabilitating large numbers of oiled birds found along the coast and shores of the Netherlands. They 
collaborate within the framework of the Cooperation Agreement in order to achieve a centralised, 
coordinated and effective approach with regard to live and dead birds affected by an environmental 
incident at sea. 
 
The “treating and rehabilitation” approach as detailed in this Cooperation Agreement concerns the 
collection, selection, registration, euthanizing (if necessary), removal, examination, cleaning and 
caring for birds contaminated with oil or other sticky substances. Cleaned birds are returned to the 
sea. The costs incurred are recovered from the polluter, if known.  
The scope excludes the issue of warnings to the general public and the announcement/enforcement 
of measures; these tasks are embedded in the approach to emergencies and major incidents by the 
municipal services.  
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The objectives of the Cooperation Agreement are: 
• to minimise animal suffering; 
• to provide help to birds that have a good chance of being rehabilitated; 
• to create opportunity for scientific analysis into the extend of the damage; 
• to create procedural agreements for improving the treatment and rehabilitation on the basis of 

evaluations; 
• to ensure the clearing of oil at sea, along the coast and shores with the least amount of hindrance; 
• to provide clarity about the financial costs of treatment and rehabilitation. 
 
The procedure described is ratified by the organisations involved signing this Collaboration Contract. 
 
1.4 Basis and scope of the Cooperation Agreement 
The Cooperation Agreement applies to the coasts and shores of the North Sea, the Wadden Sea and 
the Zeeland Delta. For the Wadden Area, the shores of the mainland of Groningen, Friesland and 
North Holland, as well as the Wadden shore of the islands, are covered by the Agreement. 
The scope of this Agreement therefore corresponds with the Rijkswaterstaat Cooperation Agreement 
on Fighting Coastal Pollution (SBK). The Cooperation Agreement is in fact a detailing of the approach 
to oil casualties referred to in the SBK insofar as birds are concerned. In accordance with the 
agreements in the SBK, Rijkswaterstaat North Sea takes responsibility for coordinating the treatment 
and rehabilitation of oiled birds on behalf of the coastal agencies of Rijkswaterstaat. 
 
1.5 Relevant legislation 
If oiled birds are washed up there is no legislation providing for the care of these animals. Within the 
framework of various items of legislation it can however be found that cleaning up carcasses is 
necessary in order to prevent infection of humans and other animals. It also has to be prevented that 
the public come into improper contact with living and possibly sick oiled birds for example by picking 
up or wanting to clean these birds themselves. 
 
Controlling an incident on the North Sea, which can result in oiled birds being washed up, is regulated 
in the North Sea Accident Control Act (BON). The details of this Act are contained in the North Sea 
Emergency Plan [Rampenplan voor de Noordzee]. Implementation of this is under the responsibility of 
the Minister for Transport, Public Works and Water Management (V&W). Operationally, the 
Coastguard is the coordinating organisation, and for environmental pollution - which covers oiled birds 
– Rijkswaterstaat is the executive organisation. Amongst other things, the Act regulates the financial 
cost recovery with regard to damage to the environment. 
 
The Public Works Act 1900 (amended in 2002) states the facilities that Rijkswaterstaat must have at 
its disposal in order to be able to take adequate action when dangerous situations arise with regard to 
water control structures. Emergency plans and organisations are part of this as is coordination with 
the other government agencies. 
The Soil Protection Act concerns the quality of, amongst other things, the coasts and shores of Dutch 
waters. Like the actual oil, oiled birds that wash up threaten the economic and ecological functions of 
that soil and therefore have to be removed. 
The Receivership of Wrecks Act regulates what has to happen with objects washed up from shipping 
and aircraft incidents in the coastal areas that are divided into municipal zones. The Mayor is the 
Receiver of Wrecks and must take appropriate measures when perishable objects are found. 
The Rendering Act sets out the conditions for destroying carcasses of livestock and is not therefore 
applicable to the Cooperation Agreement. 
The Flora and Fauna Act of 2002 regulates the protection of plants and animal species. This 
embodies a duty of care. The duty of care applies to all plants and animals and means that in his 
actions man must prevent harmful consequences for the flora and fauna. 
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The duty of care does not mean that animals may not be killed but that – if this is necessary – it must 
be undertaken in such a manner that suffering is minimised as much as possible. 
The Disasters and Major Accidents Act concerns, amongst other things, the situation in which the 
environment is under serious threat. The municipal services (including the fire brigade, police and 
medical assistance) are the first designated services. The Mayor heads up the disaster response. If 
an incident involving oiled birds being washed up requires this the Mayor can incorporate the activities 
under the Cooperation Agreement into measures appropriate for responding to the incident. 
 
1.6 Relationship between the Cooperation Agreement and other plans 
The Cooperation Agreement assumes the authorities, responsibilities and activities of the government 
agencies involved and the social involvement of the cooperating environmental and scientific 
organisations. 
 
The following plans are relevant within the context of this Cooperation Agreement: 

• North Sea Emergency Plan 2006 
• Cooperation Agreement for Fighting Coastal Pollution 2006, RWS 
• Coordination Plan for Wadden Sea Emergency Response, 2005 
• Provincial Coordination Plan for Zeeland 2002 
• Municipal Emergency and Response Plans 
• Emergency Plans of the Countryside Associations, Water Authorities, etc. 
• Emergency Plans of the Regional RWS agencies, namely North Netherlands, North Holland, 

South Holland, Zeeland and North Sea 
• Oiled Birds Intervention Plan, Flemish Government, 2004 
• Wadden Sea Seals Contingency Plan, 2002 

 
The Cooperation Agreement can be activated separately from the aforementioned plans and therefore 
has its own entirely independent character. If circumstances so require, the Cooperation Agreement 
can also be activated within the context of one of the aforementioned plans (also see Part 2, 
Administrative Escalation). 
 
1.7 Activation of the Cooperation Agreement 
Not every incident in which oiled birds are encountered will result in activation of the Cooperation 
Agreement. The need for activation depends on the seriousness of the situation and the capacity 
demand on the two closest K1 coastal bird sanctuaries resulting from the incident. 
The request for activating the Cooperation Agreement is then made to RWS by the K1 coastal bird 
sanctuary where the initial rescue has taken place. When the RWS decides to activate the 
Cooperation Agreement the RWS has ultimate responsibility for the coordinated progress of the 
operation and for the financial settlement of the costs arising from treating and rehabilitating under the 
work arising from the Cooperation Agreement. 
 
In general terms, the Cooperation Agreement envisages the following activities being undertaken: 
• establishment and operation of one or more Temporary Bird Rescue Centres (TOV) until all 

rehabilitated birds have been returned to the wild; 
• coordination of the collection and transportation of the live and dead birds; 
• coordination of activities on the beaches relating to the cleaning up of oil spills; 
• coordination of the deployment of volunteers; 
• examination of dead birds and impact of the disaster on the bird population; 
• evaluation of and recommendations with regard to potential points of improvement for the 

response; 
• payment of the costs for the operation and the recovery of the costs from the polluter.   
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1.8 Liaison, implementation and maintenance of the Cooperation Agreement 
The Cooperation Agreement consists of three documents: 
• Part 1 contains the principle of the Cooperation Agreement, such as the nature of the 

cooperation, the cooperating organisation and a general description of the tasks; 
• Part 2 contains details of the operational approach for each participating organisations and the 

associated officials; 
• Part 3 contains additional information required for the execution of the agreement, such as the 

contact details. 
 
Because the Cooperation Agreement is an elaboration of an activity from the SBK then RWS takes 
responsibility for the liaison, implementation and maintenance of the Cooperation Agreement. 
The liaison includes the dialogue between all organisations involved in order to achieve the 
coordination as agreed in the Cooperation Agreement and recording of the cooperation in a 
Cooperation Contract. 
The implementation includes the facilitation of organisations so that the Cooperation Agreement can 
then be activated, including the holding of the initial exercise. 
The maintenance includes updating the documents (such as procedures and information) on the 
instructions of the organisations involved and, where necessary, for liaison if change proposals are 
required for the Cooperation Agreement or the Cooperation Contract. This task also covers the 
holding of regular exercises. 
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2 Brief description of the treatment, rehabilitation and coordination tasks 
 
- publiek meldt aan KWC 
- KWC meldt aan RWS 

- public reports to KWC 
- KWC reports to RWS 

melding report 
- RWS verifieert vogels 
- RWS ruimt de olie 

- RWS verifies birds 
- RWS cleans up the oil 

verificatie verification 
- Op verzoek van kustasielen 
roept RWS Cooperation Agreement af 

- RWS activates Cooperation Agreement on the request 
of the coastal bird sanctuaries 

afroep Samenwerkings regeling Cooperation Agreement activation 
- namens Gemeente 
coördinatie 
- NZG assisteert 

- Coordination on behalf of the Local Authority 
 

- NZG assists 
verzamelen collection 
Gemeente transporteert 
naar TOV 

Local Authority transports to  
TOV 

dode vogels dead birds 
levende vogels live birds 
- NZG selecteert 
- NZG registreert 
- NZG verstuurt kadavers 
naar NIOZ 
- rest naar RWS 

- NZG selects 
- NZG records 
- NZG send carcasses to  
NIOZ 
- rest to RWS 

triage triage 
euthanaseren euthanize 
registreren registration 
NIOZ 
Onderzoekt 

NIOZ 
Examines 

onderzoek examination 
Kustasiel beheert TOV Coastal bird sanctuary manages TOV 
behandelen treatment 
RWS voert af RWS removes 
afvoeren removal 
terugplaatsen return to the wild 
 
Figure 1: Main steps in treating and rehabilitating oiled birds 
 
2.1 Reporting 
A report that several oiled birds have been found is generally made to the coastal bird sanctuary or a 
member of the NZG. The report must be forwarded to the Coastguard Centre (KWC) in Den Helder – 
general North Sea incidents hotline. Via the 24-hour station of the RWS North Sea service (RWS-NZ) 
the KWC notifies the RWS-NZ Watch Manager. The way in which the verification is to be undertaken 
is decided jointly. 
 
In addition to reports of oiled birds being washed up, the Watch Manager also receives reports about 
(threatening) minor or major oil-related incidents at sea via the Coastguard. On the basis of all of the 
information received, the Watch Manager decides whether the relevant regional RWS agency and the 
K1 seabird sanctuary or sanctuaries have to be informed if they have not already been informed. 
From that moment, within the framework of the Cooperation Agreement, information is exchanged 
mutually between RWS and the K1 seabird sanctuaries (live birds) and NIOZ (examination of dead 
birds and up-to-date knowledge about the presence of birds at sea).  
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2.2 Declaring the Cooperation Agreement activated 
Under normal circumstances live oiled birds are taken to the closest K1 seabird sanctuary. From 
North to South these are De Fûgelpits (Moddergat), Ecomare (Texel), Vogelhospitaal (Haarlem), 
Vogelklas Karel Schot (Rotterdam) and De Mikke (Middelburg). They maintain contact with each 
when rescuing oiled birds. 
 
The capacity of a bird sanctuary depends, amongst other things, on the type of bird, the amount of 
oiling, the type of oil, the birds already present and the staff available (experts and volunteers). The 
manager of each seabird sanctuary determines the current capacity on the basis of these types of 
factors. 
As soon as it appears that the capacity of one of the K1 seabird sanctuaries threatens to be exceeded 
the seabird sanctuary manager informs the Watch Manager. This person asks the seabird sanctuary 
manager about the current and expected situation. 
 
If a 2nd seabird sanctuary also threatens to become full the seabird sanctuary manager again contacts 
the Watch Manager and requests that the Cooperation Agreement be activated. On the basis of the 
report(s) and the verification the Watch Manager and the seabird sanctuary manager will jointly 
determine whether it is necessary to set a TOV. If that is the case the Cooperation Agreement is 
declared activated by the Watch Manager who thus ensures a coordinated, centralised response. The 
Watch Manager reports the decision made to the requesting seabird sanctuary in writing within 24 
hours. 
 
2.3 Launching the operation 
The Watch Manager designates an RWS contact person1

 who coordinates the further treatment and 
rehabilitation and reports on progress to the Watch Manager. 
Via the existing activation agreement the Watch Manager instructs that the TOV is to be set up within 
48 hours and then to be maintained operational. The contractor assigns a TOV Administrator, 
technical manager and financial administrative support for the TOV. The Watch Manager notifies the 
regional RWS coastal agency, which calls up the Oil Clean-up Coordinator. 
 
The seabird sanctuaries designate a TOV Manager for coordinating the bird rescue and this manager 
reports to the RWS contact person. The TOV is regarded as an auxiliary branch of the closest seabird 
sanctuary. 
The TOV Manager calls up the Volunteering Coordinator who organises the first group of experts 
from within his/her own network, including a vet for the TOV. 
 
RWS 
Coördinatie actie en verhalen kosten 

RWS 
Action coordination and cost recovery 

Beheerder TOV 
Coördinatie verzorging vogels 

TOV Manager 
Coordination of care for the birds 

Gemeente 
Coördinatie vogeltransport en opvang vrijwilligers 

Local Authority 
Coordination of transport of the birds and 
reception of volunteers 

 
Figure 2: Main diagram of parties involved in the Cooperation Agreement 
 
The RWS contact person decides on a preferred location for the establishment of the TOV based on a 
regularly updated list of potential locations as provided by the Local Authority on the request of RWS-
NZ 
 
 
 
1

 From a practical point of view this can be the actual Watch Manager during part of or throughout the entire 
operation. 
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For technical and organisational reasons it has been agreed that the Wadden Islands will not set up a 
TOV. The RWS contact person contacts the Public Order and Safety Officer (AOV)2

 at the Local 
Authority with details of the preferred location. The RWS contact person and the AOV from the Local 
Authority jointly decide on the final location for the TOV. The RWS contact person notifies this location 
to the Watch Manager and the TOV Manager. 
 
The RWS contact person requests the Local Authority to appoint an Oiled Birds Coordinator to 
represent the Local Authority with the beach operation. In the preparation phase the Local Authority 
has agreed with the Water Board who will provide the Oiled Birds Coordinator. The RWS contact 
person agrees with the Oiled Birds Coordinator from the Local Authority which location is suitable as a 
collection point for the beach operation. 
The RWS contact person requests the NZG to appoint an NZG Assistant for the Oiled Birds 
Coordinator for the collection of the birds on the beach. This NZG Assistant is also the point of contact 
for the NIOZ. The RWS contact person notifies the NZG and the Watch Manager of the collection 
location. 
 
The RWS contact person brings the Public Order and Safety Officer up to date with developments 
about the other affected Local Authority / authorities.  
The RWS contact person informs the Crisis Team at the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food 
Safety (LNV) about the situation. 
 
2.4 Coordinating the operations 
RWS-NZ is ultimately responsible for coordinating the work of the regional coastal services (cleaning 
up the oil and removal of oiled birds), the work of the TOV Manager (treating and rehabilitating live 
birds) and the work of the Local Authority (collection and transport, volunteer reception). 
 
Beach operation 
The RWS Oil Clean-Up Coordinator and the Oiled Birds Coordinator from the Local Authority 
coordinate efforts on the beach for both the oil clean up (if this is required) by RWS and the collection 
of oiled birds under the leadership of the Local Authority. 
During the collection and transport of the oiled birds the NZG Assistant provides support to the Oiled 
Birds Coordinator. Via the Oil Clean-up Coordinator, RWS provides the material for collecting and 
transporting the oiled birds. This material is stored in beach containers along the coast and is 
managed by the regional RWS coastal services. RWS has extra material stored centrally and this can 
be requested from the Watch Manager by the RWS Oil Clean-up Coordinator. The Local Authority 
provides the transport to the TOV. In the event of insufficient transport capacity from the Wadden 
Islands the LNV assists with its ships if requested by the local authority’s Oiled Birds Coordinator. 
The transport of dead birds in boxes to the NIOZ is coordinated by the NZG Assistant. When sufficient 
birds have been selected for examination, the NZG Assistant hands over the carcasses (in 
containers) to the Oil Clean-up Coordinator (via the Oiled Birds Coordinator) for destruction. 
 
TOV 
The TOV Administrator appointed by the contractor is responsible for setting up the TOV ready for 
use, transferring the technology to the Technical Manager and transferring the care of the oiled birds 
to the TOV Manager. He/she also makes the administrative support available to the TOV Manager. 
The Technical Manager is in contact with the TOV Manager about the technical requirements. Those 
requirements are implemented in consultation with the TOV Administrator. 
 
In principle the TOV is operational within 48 hours, after which the stabilised, oiled birds from the 
operation are taken from the seabird sanctuaries to the TOV. The throughput time of a live, oiled bird 
in a TOV depends on a range of factors but lasts approximately 7 days. The TOV Manager 
coordinates the return of cleaned birds to the sea from the TOV. No birds are cleaned between 18:00 
and 08:00 hours approx. and it should be peaceful in the TOV. 
 
 
 
2

 It is stated for each Local Authority whether a contact person is designated for the Agreement instead of the 
AOV. The text makes no distinction.   
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The birds are treated in the TOV according to the standard protocol for seabird sanctuaries. The first 
step is the triage conducted by a vet: investigating the chance of recovery of the oiled bird. If this is 
estimated to be too low the bird is expertly euthanized. 
 
Uitvoerder TOV 
Opzet en inrichting 

TOV Administrator 
Set up and configuration 

RWS 
Chef van de wacht 

RWS 
Watch Manager 

Techniek TOV 
Technische voorzieningen 

TOV Technical 
Technical facilities 

Finan. Administratie TOV 
Inkoop, vastlegging 

TOV Financial Administration 
Purchasing, recording 

RWS  
Contactpersoon 

RWS  
Contact person 

Beheerder TOV 
Vogelverzorging 

TOV Manager 
Bird care 

NOIVBD 
NiOZ 
Sea alarm 
LNV 

NOIVBD 
NiOZ 
Sea Alarm 
LNV 

K1 – klasse 
kustasielen 

K1 – class 
Coastal sanctuaries 

Gemeente 
AOV 

Local Authority 
AOV 

Coördinator 
Olieruimen 

Coordinator 
Oil clean-up 

Coördinator 
Besmeurde vogels 

Coordinator 
Oiled birds 

Coördinator 
volunteers 

Coordinator 
Volunteers 

deskundigen 
vogelverzorging 

Experts 
Bird care 

NZG 
Verzamelen vogels 

NZG 
Bird collection 

Vrijwilligers  Volunteers  
 
Figure 3: Organisation chart of operational officials 
 
Volunteers 
The Volunteering Coordinator, working in close collaboration with the TOV Manager and the Oiled 
Birds Coordinator on the beach, ensures that the required help is called upon. Following selection, 
registration and general instructions, the Volunteering Coordinator sends the volunteers to the TOV 
Manager or the Oiled Birds Coordinator, where they report for duty. Both check the details of the 
volunteers reporting for duty against the registered details that the Volunteering Coordinator sends to 
them each day. 
 
The actual instruction is provided in the TOV by an expert or on the beach by the NZG Assistant. The 
Volunteering Coordinator maintains supervision of the training, safety, health, etc. of the volunteers. 
The Volunteering Coordinator also consults with the AOV from the Local Authority about the transport 
to and from the TOV and the collection point on the beach. 
The AOV from the Local Authority, in consultation with the TOV Manager and the Oiled Birds 
Coordinator from the Local Authority, organises meals for the persons involved and sleeping 
arrangements for a limited group of experts. The majority of volunteers will be deployed during the 
day and will return home in the evening. 
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2.5 Dialogue and information during the operation 
At tactical level the RWS contact person, the TOV Manager and the AOV from the Local Authority 
make the plans based on the Cooperation Agreement. In principle this can be done by telephone and 
bilaterally, whereby the RWS contact person is the key figure. If there is reason for this, the mutual 
dialogue shall take place in one of the offices of RWS, the Local Authority or at the TOV. 
In addition, these parties keep each other up to date about progress, they discuss possible changes 
to the plans and they provide each other with the necessary information. During the operation each 
person records the key details that are mutually agreed and this is intended for the daily report and 
the final report. In addition, each person is responsible for implementing the agreed activities within 
their own organisation. 
 
At beach operational level the Oil Clean-up Coordinator and the Oiled Birds Coordinator regularly 
consult with each other in order to coordinate the activities on and in the vicinity of the beach. This 
can be via mobile phone or by meeting at the agreed places (“incident location”). They manage their 
personnel, contractors and volunteers directly or via delegation of their own personnel. They give 
instructions that arise from the Cooperation Agreement and as agreed in the tactical consultation. 
They assess performance, sign off the resources and services delivered and arrange for the invoices 
to be sent to the agreed addresses. They maintain a written update of the progress of the work 
undertaken. Each of them sends this information to their own organisation. 
 
The TOV Manager is responsible for the dialogue at operational level in the TOV. He/She regularly 
consults with the officials involved about the progress and the changes necessary to the operation. 
 
2.6 Operational escalation 
Escalation of beach operations 
If the beach operations can no longer be performed from a single assembly point the Oiled Birds 
Coordinator from the Local Authority shall notify this to the RWS contact person. The reason for this 
can be that the birds are washing up in another region. The RWS contact person contacts the relevant 
Local Authority via the AOV and request that an Oiled Birds Coordinator is appointed. The RWS 
contact person also requests the NZG to appoint another NZG Assistant and requests the Watch 
Manager to contact the next Oil Clean-up Coordinator from the regional RWS service. 
 
If thus more regional RWS services and local authorities become involved in the operation the first 
appointed RWS Oil Clean-up Coordinator and the Oiled Birds Coordinator of the Local Authority are 
requested to expand their coordination work, where necessary, to a supra-regional/municipal level. If 
necessary, the Watch Manager can appoint an On Scene Coordinator on behalf of RWS to coordinate 
the beach operations and who, amongst other things, maintains contact with the RWS Coordinator; 
this person remains the key person for coordinating the operation. 
 
TOV scale up 
If, in the course of the operation, the TOV has to be expanded or if an additional TOV needs to be set 
up the TOV Manager will contact the RWS contact person about this. 
 
The TOV can be set up in phases, and starts with equipment and people required for treating around 
500 birds. Each time that this capacity threatens to become insufficient a scale up shall have to be 
undertaken with regard to people, equipment and resources. This phased scale up of the TOV, or the 
setting up of a new TOV, is undertaken in mutual consultation between the RWS contact person, the 
TOV Manager and the TOV Administrator. 
 
The RWS contact person organises the scale up via the Watch Manager and asks the first TOV 
Manager to coordinate the TOVs. It is important that the selected location can facilitate a scale up to 
around 1000 birds. Resources and materials for treating the first 500 birds are at RWS stand-by. For 
supplies of additional materials and resources arrangements are made that are activated by RWS. 
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Extra volunteers 
If the Dutch capacity of experts for caring for oiled birds is insufficient the TOV Manager can request 
the RWS contact person to call on support from abroad. Via the Watch Manager, the RWS contact 
person sends this request to the Monitoring and Information Centre (MIC) of the European Union in 
Brussels and informs the Sea Alarm foundation of this request. 
In the event that extra volunteers are required the Volunteering Coordinator (working via the TOV 
Manager) can request the RWS contact person to engage the media for this. The RWS contact 
person organises the request with the Watch Manager. 
 
Emergency measures 
If the NZG Assistant indicates that too many weak birds have arrived at the collection point and the 
transportation of these to the TOV is therefore problematic he/she reports this to the TOV Manager. 
The TOV Manager then organises euthanizing at the collection point. To this end, he/she calls in a vet 
who oversees the implementation of this and requests the RWS contact person to arrange the 
euthanizing of larger numbers. 
If the RWS contact person and the TOV Manager find that the capacity of the TOV in all fairness is 
insufficient with regard to the large inflow of live, oiled birds it is decided whether euthanizing large 
numbers will limit the suffering of the birds. The implementation of this is overseen by a vet. 
If this is decided the RWS contact person organises, via de Watch Manager, a contractor who is 
available for call out for undertaking the euthanizing of large numbers of birds. The Oil Clean-up 
Coordinator arranges the destruction. 
 
2.7 Administrative escalation 
If the extent of the emergency resulting in birds being washed up takes on greater proportions RWS 
or the Local Authority can opt for Administrative scale up. 
 
GRIP team RWS participant Local Authority participant 
0 bonnet  Oil Clean-up Coordinator Oiled Birds Coordinator 
    
1 CoPI Oil Clean-up Coordinator (=Duty Officer-W) Duty Officer-1-Fire brigade (Chair) 
   Oiled Birds Coordinator 
2 ROT Head of RWS Water District Duty Office-2-Fire Brigade (Chair) 
   Public Safety Officer 
3/4 RBT Senior Engineer – Director RWS Mayor (Chair) 
 
Figure 4: Representatives from RWS and the Local Authority during GRIP escalation 
 
The Mayor of the “coordinating” Local Authority will first of all convene a Regional Operations Team 
(ROT). On behalf of RWS the District Head will participate in this, as will the relevant official from the 
Local Authority. If it is escalated to policy level the Senior Engineer - Director (HID) of the regional 
RWS service will participate on behalf of RWS in the Regional Policy Team (RBT). The activities shall 
be coordinated in the ROT (possibly on the directions of the RBT).  
The regional RWS service reports the results from the ROT or the RBT back to the Watch Manager 
RWS-NZ who then informs the RWS contact person. In turn, he/she informs the TOV Manager, unless 
the TOV Manager has also been invited to participate by the Local Authority. 
 
2.8 Termination of operation and financial settlement 
On the beach the RWS Oil Clean-up Coordinator and the Oiled Birds Coordinator from the Local 
Authority determine to what extent the size of the local operation can be terminated (not necessarily 
both activities at the same time). If oiled birds are no longer being found or are no longer expected the 
Coordinators shall report this to the RWS contact person and the AOV of the Local Authority 
respectively. These latter persons discuss the situation and jointly decide whether to terminate the 
beach collection, with the decision being fed back to the Coordinators. The RWS Oil Clean-up 
Coordinator hands over the location to the Oiled Birds Coordinator from the Local Authority in a clean 
condition. The RWS contact person informs the TOV Manager about this decision. 
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If the TOV can also be closed (some time later) the TOV Manager reports this decision to the RWS 
contact person and the AOV from the Local Authority. The further treatment and rehabilitation is 
discussed. When the TOV is vacated, the RWS contact person instructs the TOV contractor to 
dismantle the TOV and to clean the site, after which the RWS contact person hands over the site to 
the Local Authority. 
 
The regional RWS service and the Local Authority each prepare an operational final report and send 
them, together with the invoices and performance statements, to RWS-NZ.  
On behalf of the organisations involved, the TOV Manager prepares an operational report and sends 
this, together with the invoices, to RWS-NZ. 
On the instructions of RWS-NZ, the NIOZ prepares an evaluation report about the effect of the 
disaster on the bird population and sends this, together with the invoices, to RWS-NZ.  
RWS-NZ prepares the final report of the operation. 
Together with the TOV Manager and the Local Authority, RWS determines the points of attention for 
the evaluation. RWS-NZ issues the instruction for the evaluations and takes care of the post-event 
review. 
 
In accordance with Section 4 (Financial Principle), RWS-NZ pays the invoices of the organisations 
involved in the Cooperation Agreement and recovers the costs, where possible, from the polluter. 
 
2.9 Scientific investigation 
The NIOZ is responsible for the scientific handling of the dead birds. It provides services such as bird 
identification (species, gender, age) and after the operation performs a population impact assessment 
on the instructions of RWS.  
The transport of the dead birds for examination is coordinated between the NIOZ and the NZG on 
site. The latter keeps the RWS Oil Clean-up Coordinator and the Oiled Birds Coordinator from the 
Local Authority up to date with the dead bird transport requirements for examination or destruction. 
The NIOZ provides interim reports during major incidents and advises RWS-NZ about the way in 
which the damage to the bird population at sea can be minimised. 
 
2.10 Communication and press briefings 
At tactical level there is an exchange of information and dialogue, mainly via (mobile) telephone. 
Operationally, there is dialogue both via mobile phone and on site. Each person makes notes in their 
own logbook. The exchange of written information is undertaken via fax or e-mail. 
 
For each operation in which RWS is involved a press release is prepared by RWS in consultation with 
the organisations involved. If the operation becomes a large-scale operation the press will ask for 
more information, including from the organisations involved. In that case RWS provides the 
information at tactical level, while all organisations can respond to the press at operational level (“in 
the field”) about their work. The preference is that this is undertaken by suitable qualified personnel or 
professionals. Agreement must be reached between RWS, the TOV Manager and the Local Authority 
about the questions of benefit and need of the operation prior to this being answered. If the Mayor of 
the Local Authority places the operation under his/her leadership the Local Authority, in collaboration 
RWS, shall take over (part of) the press briefings. 
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3 Cooperation per organisation and their tasks and responsibilities 
Part 2 of the Cooperation Agreement describes in general terms the tasks and responsibilities of the 
organisations that collaborate within the framework of the Agreement. Each organisation is expected 
to prepare a contingency plan to further detail the general deployment of its own organisation as set 
out in the Cooperation Agreement. This section explains the cooperating organisations briefly, as well 
as their roles in that cooperation. 
 
3.1 Directorate-General of Public Works and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat – RWS) 
Rijkswaterstaat is the executive body of the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 
Management. RWS has the status of an agency since 1 January 2007. RWS is organisationally 
divided into an administrative core, regional services and specialist services. 
The regional services are responsible for the execution of the Cooperation Agreement. For the coasts 
and shores of the North Sea, the Wadden Sea and The Zeeland Delta they are the North Netherlands, 
North and South Holland, Zeeland and North Sea services. 
Within the framework of the Public Works Act each regional service has its own emergency 
organisation. The tasks focus on the wet and dry infrastructure managed by the relevant service, and 
these are divided into districts. The regional responsibility for dealing with emergencies rests with the 
District Head. The North Sea is regarded as one region, whereby the operational head of the 
emergency organisation is the Watch Manager. All operations on the North Sea are the responsibility 
of the Coastguard Director. 
 
The regional coast service appoints an Oil Clean-up Coordinator at the scene of the incident. RWS 
makes materials available for catching, collecting carcasses and the transport of living birds. The 
RWS Coordinator transfers the work for dealing with oil spills to Inspectors who in turn manage the 
contractors. The post of Coordinator and Inspector can be undertaken by the same person.  
In the event that the Mayor has placed the incident (being dealt with under the Cooperation 
Agreement) under his/her control RWS is represented in his/her Operations Team by the District 
Head or his/her deputy. 
 
Within RWS it has been agreed that with regard to the preparation and execution of the Cooperation 
Agreement the North Sea service has the lead. This is partly due to its responsibility for the Coastal 
Pollution Control Cooperation Agreement. 
 
3.2 Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality 
The Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (LNV) grants Flora and Fauna Act exemptions to 
rescue centres for the rescue of wild indigenous animals. The TOVs under this Agreement are 
deemed to be a auxiliary branch of the nearest seabird sanctuary or sanctuaries. These seabird 
sanctuaries must have a Flora and Fauna Act exemption and must therefore meet the quality 
requirements that are currently specified for the sector. If large numbers of live oiled birds that can 
potentially be saved are washed up on the Wadden Islands LNV shall assist with transport by ship 
from the Wadden Islands to the mainland. 
In the event of a major disaster whereby RWS states that large numbers of oil victims can no longer 
be saved LNV can be engaged for advice about putting large numbers out of their misery at once. 
This shall be carried out by experienced companies that have humane killing equipment. 
 
3.3 Local Authority 
The Netherlands is divided into Local Authorities. A Local Authority is led by a Mayor with his/her 
Aldermen who manage the various portfolios. Management of the coasts and shores of the coastal 
local authorities is often under the responsibility of the City Management Department. The Mayor and 
the Aldermen are responsible for preparing for and dealing with incidents, disasters and major 
accidents. It is determined nationally to which Security Region a Local Authority belongs. Within such 
a Security Region clear agreements are made about the joint approach in the event that a disaster or 
major accident extends beyond Local Authority boundaries.   
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The Provincial Authorities have a supervisory role in this area. All Security Regions use the same 
designations for types of disasters and major accidents according to GRIP (Coordinated Regional 
Incident Control Procedure). 
 
If large numbers of birds are washed up the Public Order and Safety Officer is notified by RWS. The 
choice of location for the TOV in the Local Authority is discussed on the basis of the current list of 
suitable locations along the Dutch coast. The AOV appoints a Coordinator for the collection on the 
beach and transport of the oiled birds to the TOV. This Oiled Birds Coordinator acts on behalf of the 
Local Authority and is a Local Authority official or an official of the Water Board, as agreed by the 
Local Authority and the Water Board during the preparatory phase of the Cooperation Agreement. 
 
The Oiled Birds Coordinator, assisted by the NZG representative, organises the required manpower 
and transport from the beach to the TOV, and is allocated volunteers on his/her request to the 
Volunteering Coordinator. He/She consults locally with the RWS Oil-spill Coordinator about the 
approach. He/She requests the RWS contact person to make available the material stored in the 
RWS beach containers for collecting the birds and the boxes for transporting the birds. 
 
If an incident arises as a result of large number of oiled birds being washed up and local coordination 
of multiple Local Authority services is required (such as the police, fire brigade and medical 
assistance during accidents and disasters (GHOR)) a Local Authority escalates to GRIP 1 level or 
higher. The detailing of the Cooperation Agreement assumes that Local Authority escalation is not 
required in the first instance. In the event that the incident appears to be escalating the Cooperation 
Agreement provides for participation by RWS at tactical level in the Local Authority Operations Team 
(GOT) or the Regional Operations Team (ROT) and the Local Authority can request the TOV Manager 
to join the ROT. 
 
3.4 K1- class seabird sanctuaries 
In the past the LNV requested 5 seabird sanctuaries to specialise in the 1st line rescue of oiled birds. 
These are “De Mikke” in Middelburg, “Karel Schot” in Rotterdam, “Het Vogelhospitaal” in Haarlem, 
“Ecomare” on Texel and “De Fûgelpits” in Moddergat. These are designated as Class 1 (K1) seabird 
sanctuaries and have received exemptions from LNV for the collection, rescue, cleaning and return to 
the wild of oiled birds. In addition, there are other Class 2 (K2) designated seabird sanctuaries where 
birds can also be rescued. 
 
The seabird sanctuaries have a strong individual character, however, they are all primarily reliant on 
volunteers. Each has its own way of operating, communication, network of contacts and financing 
structure. They have been in mutual contact with each other for many years. In 2005 the K1 seabird 
sanctuaries decided to collaborate together more intensively. Important objectives are more visible 
operations (also with regard to the government), the further professionalising of the rescue and 
rehabilitation of oiled birds and collaboration in the event of major disasters. These seabird 
sanctuaries must have a Flora and Fauna Act exemption and must therefore also meet the quality 
requirements drawn up by the sector. 
 
Each seabird sanctuary has its own rescue capacity, which partly depends on the type of bird that is 
brought in. Oiled birds are often brought in for rescue during the winter. If more than 10 birds are 
brought in within a short period of time the seabird sanctuary contacts the other coastal sanctuaries 
and the Coastguard is informed of the results. The Coastguard forwards this information to the 
RWSNZ Watch Manager. If the numbers increase considerably the activities described in Section 2 
are then launched. 
 
In 2008 the K1-class seabird sanctuaries involved in this Agreement united in the Netherlands 
Foundation for Oiled Birds Rescue (Stichting Olievogelopvang Nederland (SON)). Each year they 
organise courses for volunteers. 
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3.5 NZG/NIOZ 
The Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ) was founded in 1876 and is associated with 
the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). The NIOZ is based on Texel. The 
research focuses on climate change, ecology and sustainability. The research facilities are also 
available to others and educational programmes are provided. A continuing research programme is 
being carried out into the effect of oil pollution, in particular on seabirds. This mainly relates to 
estimating the actual damage, explaining population changes and improving the care approach for 
oiled birds. 
The Netherlands Seabird Group (NZG) is affiliated to the NIOZ. One of the activities of the NZG is 
conducting regular patrols along the coast by its network of volunteers, looking for washed up birds. 
They contact NIOZ if potential study material is encountered. 
At the time of an incident involving large numbers of oiled birds being washed up, RWS shall request 
NZG to provide assistance to the Oiled Birds Coordinator of the Local Authority for the gathering, 
catching and collection of live and dead birds. 
 
During an incident, NIOZ is the designated expert regarding the potential presence of large numbers 
of birds at sea. With its advice and with its verification from the Coastguard spotter plane, in the event 
of oil spills effective controls may be imposed in order to prevent birds remaining at sea from 
becoming oiled. NIOZ can also provide advice about the approach to cleaning oiled birds that are 
found. 
 
3.6 Sea Alarm 
The Sea Alarm Foundation was founded in the Netherlands in 1999, with the aim of combining 
international expertise and making this available for the effective control of incidents at sea affecting 
fauna. To that end, it builds working relationships with animal rescue centres and scientists in Europe 
and beyond, as well as with European governments and industry. 
Sea Alarm is the driving force behind the IPIECA report “A guide to oiled wildlife response planning” 
and has prepared the Intervention Plan for Oiled Birds for the Flemish Government. At the time of an 
incident, Sea Alarm acts as an adviser, making knowhow about and contact with the international 
network of bird experts available. 
 
3.7 NOIVBD 
The Diagnostic Pathology Laboratory of the Netherlands Research Institute for Birds and Exotic 
Animals (NOIVBD) is an independent laboratory and works exclusively with birds, exotic animals, zoo 
animals and fauna. The NOIVBD specialises in pathological and microbiological research on 
mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and invertebrates. 
At the time of an incident NOIVBD is able to assist the TOV Manager and provides veterinary support. 
 
3.8 Zoological Garden Blijdorp 
Zoological Garden Blijdorp in Rotterdam traditionally deploys volunteers for supporting tasks in the 
zoo. A Volunteering Coordinator is employed for coordinating this support. 
At the time of an incident this Coordinator shall assist the TOV Manager with coordinating the 
deployment of volunteers in both the TOV and, on the request of the Oiled Birds Coordinator, on the 
beach. 
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4 Relevant rules and procedures 
This section covers a number of rules and procedures in general terms. Additional information is 
provided in Part 2 where necessary. Part 3 contains the relevant documents as Annexes. 
 
4.1 Rules concerning human health and safety 
When work is undertaken by staff from one’s own organisation or by subcontractors legal rules have 
to be taken into account with regard to health and safety. This also applies to the use of volunteers.  
Legislation applicable to work during control operations and operations relating to oiled birds is: 

• the Working Conditions Act (Arbo) and the Working Conditions Decree; 
• the Chemical Substances Act (WMS). 

Due to the potential presence of the avian flu virus or other diseases, people who collect oil casualties 
must wear protective clothing, consisting as a minimum of gloves and face mask. 
 
4.2 Handling waste water and oiled waste 
Various regulations are in force for handling waste water contaminated with oil and for the storage 
and processing of waste materials contaminated with oil and dead animals. 
 
Waste water 
The waste oil that contains oil and detergent that is released when cleaning the birds must be 
assessed within the framework of the Pollution of Surface Waters Act (WVO). To determine the extent 
to which discharge of this waste water is subject to a permit the Local Authority/Province will be able 
to take a sample after the first trial washing. Depending on the outcome of this it can be decided in 
consultation to collect the most contaminated waste water for example and have it removed by a 
processing company. 
 
General waste materials contaminated with oil 
Amongst other things, this includes dead animals, sand, paper, oil, plastic, etc. Because all of these 
waste materials are contaminated with oil they have to be regarded as being chemical waste. 
These waste materials must be transported, stored and processed in accordance with the relevant 
environmental legislation. 
 
Associated legislation specifically relating to dead animals 
Dead birds may only be destroyed if there is no or very little oil on them.  
If there is a lot of oil on a dead bird it must be regarded as chemical waste and disposed of 
accordingly. 
 
4.3 Dealing with live birds 
The treatment and rehabilitation of live birds is covered step-by-step in Part 2. These activities are 
further detailed in the “K1 protocol for seabird sanctuaries” which is present at each K1 seabird 
sanctuary and included as an Annex in Part 3. These protocols conform to internationally respected 
best practices and are adopted within the framework of this Cooperation Agreement. All staff, 
volunteers and organisations involved that come into contact with live birds are deemed to adhere to 
these protocols.  
 
The best possible treatment for oil casualties aims to meet the following objectives: 

• good accommodation and equipment 
• working with a good protocol 
• minimum stress (visual and noise) 
• knowledge of the condition of each bird 
• return to sea within 14 days  
• decision-making in the event of ‘hopeless’ cases   
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4.4 Dealing with dead birds 
On the basis of an adopted research protocol dead birds are sent and examined on the instructions of 
NIOZ. 
 
Dead birds that are not required for scientific research are collected on the beach and in the TOV and 
placed in containers made available by RWS for this purpose. RWS arranges the destruction in 
accordance with the applicable legislation. 
 
Part 3 covers in more detail the handling of dead oiled birds. 
 
4.5 Experts and volunteers 
In the first instance experts and experienced volunteers from the seabird sanctuaries will be called 
upon by the Volunteering Coordinator. 
People who report for duty after a call-up has been made can also be selected on the basis of 
suitability. Basic information about the deployment of volunteers shall be given on the website of the 
Netherlands Foundation for Oiled Birds Rescue (SON). Other websites can refer to this website. 
 
All experts and volunteers must meet minimum health requirements. The safety and the working 
conditions on the beach and in the rescue centres shall be under the ultimate supervision of the 
Volunteering Coordinator. 
Every participant involved shall receive instructions about the health and safety provisions. Via a 
signed declaration (see Annex 3) a person is to declare that he/she shall adhere to a number of 
provisions and guidelines. On the basis of this declaration a volunteer can be included in a general 
accident insurance policy that is concluded by the K1-class seabird sanctuaries for this purpose. 
 
It is expected of all volunteers and experts participating in the operation that they will follow the 
instructions of persons placed in charge and shall not take personal initiatives outside of the 
Cooperation Agreement. If this does happen the relevant persons can be removed from the operation. 
 
Volunteers can be deployed for: 

• catching oiled birds that are still alive; 
• the collection of dead birds; 
• the transport of collected birds; 
• all kinds of varied work relating to the rescue and care of birds; 
• administrative work (such as registration); 
• general support (catering, etc.). 

 
4.6 Financial Principle 
One of the aims of the Cooperation Agreement is to limit the costs of an operation and to facilitate 
damage compensation proceedings. A single, in other words combined, compensation claim will 
therefore be prepared by Rijkswaterstaat. In practice it appears that a claim that is prepared jointly by 
all parties affected can be dealt with more quickly and therefore with greater success compared to 
when each party makes its own, non-coordinated, arrangements with regard to this. 
It is important that the individual dossiers within the combined claim are properly harmonised. In 
addition, each dossier must comply with the (incidentally not too complicated) guidelines drawn up 
under the 1992 Fund Convention to which the Netherlands is a signatory (see 1992 Fund Convention 
Claims Manual 2002). 
 
During an operation RWS takes responsibility for the operational costs for the tasks carried out within 
the framework of this Cooperation Agreement. This concerns the demonstrable direct costs, official 
costs and administrative costs that are incurred. To give Rijkswaterstaat a real possibility of 
recovering the costs from the polluter the demonstrable costs must be reasonable, fair and 
proportional. 
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The basis for the costs incurred are invoices and supporting documents directly related to the 
disaster. Amongst other things, documents mean orders, completed time sheets (see Annex 3) and 
records. Records can be reports of dialogue meetings during the operation as well as records of the 
persons deployed who are being charged for. The most accurate record possible of time spent (how 
long on what task) should be stated. 
In the event there are questions about whether an expense can be claimed during the operation the 
Rijkswaterstaat contact person shall confer about this with his/her own organisation. The agreement 
that is reached shall be recorded in writing. If more time is required the Rijkswaterstaat and the Local 
Authority shall each appoint an official to jointly deal with this matter further. 
 
4.7 Liability 
When controlling a disaster whereby large numbers of oiled birds are washed up, as covered in this 
Agreement, the primary tasks are divided amongst the three parties, namely Rijkswaterstaat, the 
Local Authority and the cooperating K1 seabird sanctuaries. By signing the Cooperation Contract 
these parties accept this division of tasks. The performance of the work associated with those primary 
tasks is undertaken at the risk of and under the responsibility of the stated parties. If a K1 seabird 
sanctuary is held liable for anything Rijkswaterstaat shall take over the handling of this. 
A special statement applies to volunteers listed as registered participants in the operation. They are 
covered by the general health insurance policy of the K1 seabird sanctuary, as stated in Section 4.5. If 
they are held liable for the consequences of their work for the K1 seabird sanctuary and it 
subsequently appears that the insurance offers inadequate cover against the claims submitted 
Rijkswaterstaat shall take responsibility handling this liability. 
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5 List of abbreviations 
 
AOV Public Order and Safety Officer from the Local Authority  

also referred to as the Public Safety Policy Officer (BOV) 
CoPI  On-scene Incident Coordination 
CvdW  Watch Manager of RWS-NZ 
HID  Senior Engineer - Director of a Rijkswaterstaats service 
K-1  Class 1 – designation that the seabird sanctuary has an exemption for treating and 

releasing oiled birds 
KWC  Coastguard Centre. Operational centre within the Coastguard organisation. Based in 

Den Helder 
LNV  Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality 
NIOZ  Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research 
NOIVBD  Netherlands Research Institute for Birds and Exotic Animals 
NZG  Netherlands Seabird Group working group 
RBT  Regional Policy Team 
ROT  Regional Operations Team 
RWS  Rijkswaterstaat, Directorate-General under the Ministry of Transport, Public Works 

and Water Management 
RWS-regio  Rijkswaterstaat regional service 
RWS-NZ  Rijkswaterstaat North Sea. 
SBK  RWS Services Cooperation Agreement for Controlling Coastal Pollution 
TOV  Temporary Bird Rescue Centre 
V&W   Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management 
WMS   Chemical Substances Act 
WVO   Pollution of Surface Waters Act	  


